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a b s t r a c t

Production planning is a key part of production management of manufacturing enterprises. Since
computerization began, modern production planning has been developed starting with Material
Requirement Planning (MRP), and today Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Advanced Planning and
Scheduling (APS), Supply Chain Management (SCM) has been spreading and advanced. However, in the
shipbuilding field, rather than applying these general-purpose production planning methodologies, in
most cases, each shipyard has developed its own production planning system. This is because the ap-
plications of general-purpose production planning methods are limited due to the order-taking industry
such as shipbuilding with highly complicated construction process consisting of millions of parts per
ship. This study introduces the design and development of the production planning system reflecting the
production environment of heavy shipyards in Korea. Since Korean shipyards such as Hyundai, Daewoo
and Samsung build more than 10 ships per year (50e70 ships in the case of large shipyards), a planning
system for the mixed production with complex construction processes is required. This study draws
requirements using PI/BPR (process innovation and business process reengineering) methodology to
develop a production planning system for shipyards that simultaneously build several ships. Then, CBD
software development methodology was applied for the design and implementation of planning system
with drawn requirements. It is expected that the systematic development procedure as well as the re-
quirements and functional elements for the development of the shipyard production planning system
introduced in this study will be able to present important guidelines in the related research field of
shipbuilding management.
© 2021 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Shipbuilding is an Engineer-to-Order (ETO) industry in which a
new ship is designed and built when an order from a ship owner is
received. Subsequently, the completed ship is delivered to the ship
owner. Because of the nature of ETO manufacturing, various tasks,
including design, material sourcing, purchasing, procurement, and
production, are performed simultaneously, and the ability to
manage various processes efficiently is critical. Shipbuilding and
ship design are the most important activities in a shipyard.
Furthermore, the time, place, and input resources required for
f Naval Architects of Korea.

rea. Production and hosting by El
shipbuilding are determined according to the production planning,
and the productivity of a shipyard is determined by the quality of
production planning.

Production planning in the shipbuilding industry has been
performed using the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). With the
introduction of the WBS concept, in which the entire work scope is
defined and managed by considering a ship as a project in the
shipbuilding industry, interest in the systematic management of
engineering information has increased. During the 1970s, the US
Navy introduced the Ship Work Breakdown Structure (SWBS) to
collect and manage data in the process of acquiring war vessel-
s(Leopold 1975). The SWBS classified war-vessel components into
hull blocks, propulsion systems, electrical systems, outfitting
components, and other systems, according to their functions.
However, work breakdown by function was not effective because
the work units were too large for the materials, manpower, and
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Nomenclature

strategic planning long-term (approximately 3e5 years) planning, including dock planning and capacity planning, also referred to as
long-term planning or dock planning

key events main events that should be followed, usually consisting of cutting, keel-laying, launching, and delivery (a floating event
can be added in case of semi-tandem hull construction)

master planning mid-term (approximately 3e6 months) planning of each production activity, such as fabrication, assembly,
outfitting, and painting

pre-stage planning master planning for the activities from steel material fabrication to hull block erection, including hull block
assembly, outfitting, painting, pre-erection (PE), and erection

post-stage planning master planning for the activities after hull block erection and before delivery of the ship, including outfitting for
each system, hull painting, commissioning, and sea trial

execution planning short-term (approximately several weeks) planning of detailed sub-activities that are broken down from the
production activity of the master plan

dock planning planning of hull block assembly for the completion of the entire vessel, which is conducted at a dry dock or skid birth
PE assembly of several grand blocks for the block erection at a dry dock or skid birth
work type the type of major production process; fabrication, assembly, outfitting, painting, and PE were considered in this study
work volume an indicator of the amount of work, which is usually expressed in tons in shipyards
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schedules to manage effectively. Therefore, classification of the
tasks involved in assembling components (e.g., hull blocks) and
materials (e.g., steel plates) that constitute entire ships has gained
increased attention.

In the 1980s, Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (Japan)
developed the Product Work Breakdown Structure (PWBS), which
is a WBS focused on products (Okayama and Chirillo 1980), thereby
establishing a WBS concept for merchant ship building. Since then,
research has been focused on applying and expanding the PWBS
concept. Representative examples include a study on the generic
product-orientedWBS, inwhich the stages and types of production
processes involving products are combined and expressed in terms
of aWBS (Koenig et al., 1997), and a study inwhich the shipbuilding
cost was estimated using the WBS (Ennis et al., 1998).

Since the 1990s, case studies on production planning have been
conducted considering shipyards in South Korea, thus increasing
their competitiveness in the global market. Through the comput-
erized design and production system project 1, the foundation for
manufacturing information systems was established, including the
design, planning, and management of shipyards similar to those in
South Korea.

Specifically, studies have been conducted on erection, assembly,
and fabrication, those are processes related to the hull blocks. Ex-
amples include the algorithm development of 3D CADmodel based
production material information calculation and erection sequence
simulation for the process planning in shipbuilding (Roh and Lee
2007), the development of a prototype system that integrates
block assembly processes within the yard using a multiple intelli-
gent agent system (Choi and Park 1997), development of an inte-
grated process planning system considering the load for the block
assembly process (Choi and Park 1997), and development of a
planning system for placing blocks in a bay, which is a space for
block assembly (Park et al., 1996). Also, research for the spatial
arrangement planning have been conducted widely because the
space limitation in shipyard is very critical condition of production
1 The CDPS project was introduced in a Korean journal, but relevant journal
paper cannot be searched in online journal platform such as ResearchGate or
Google Scholar. This journal paper can be found only in Korean native journal
platform of DBpia. So, the reference information and web address are recorded as
footnote instead of reference list. Lee, G.Y. 1993. Status of computerized ship design
and production development. Bulletin of the Society of Naval Architects of Korea,
30(4): 7e9 http://www.dbpia.co.kr/journal/articleDetail?nodeId¼NODE01827877.
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planning(Cho et al., 2001; Ryu et al., 2008; Park et al., 2002; Zhuo
et al., 2012).

In terms of the system development, the Daewoo Shipbuilding
Scheduling system was developed by Daewoo Shipbuilding and
Marine Engineering, as introduced by Lee et al. (1995), Lee et al.
(1997). However, the corresponding papers mainly described the
product information related with production planning and the
activity network algorithm, and the systematic description of the
system development was insufficient. In a recent study, Nam et al.
(2018) derived a supply chain planning matrix that can be used to
guide the development of an Advanced Planning and Scheduling
(APS) system, and they defined the hierarchy of production plan-
ning by period. Also, several simulation-based planning researches
have been conducted for the enhancement of previous planning
and scheduling system (Lee et al., 2020; Woo et al., 2017; Woo and
Oh 2018).

However, the previous studies on production planning have
been focused on the management of specific planning problems or
supporting aspect. Process definitions and system development for
production planning in shipyards are rarely introduced in academic
society.

A number of studies similar to production planning can be found
outside of shipbuilding. The main trend is the MRP methodology
developed by Rollys Royce and General Electric in the 1950s, and
academically established by Joseph (1975). Since then, it has
evolved into MRP II, including master planning, rough-cut capacity
planning, and capacity requirement planning (Hopp and Spearman
2004). And this planning methodology has been developed into
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) today and spread to various
industries (Umble et al., 2003). In addition, a number of patents
related to research using MRP as a core algorithm have also been
invented (Matoba et al., 1995; Tamaki et al., 2001; Ishibashi et al.,
2010). Most of the planning systems with MRP algorithm as the
core are easy to apply to mass production industries where the
product structure is standardized in BOM and procurement or
production lead times for items constituting the BOM are deter-
mined. However, it is impossible to apply these existing planning
methodologies in the shipbuilding field of the ETO industry, it is
common for shipyards of a certain size or larger where information
system investment is possible to use their own planning system.

In terms of theoretical aspect, research about planning and
scheduling integration have been conducted actively. Hax andMeal
(1973) conducted the integration of planning at the aggregation
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level and scheduling, where detailed decision making was per-
formed. For optimal decision making considering multiple pro-
duction sites, the product mix, and seasonal demand, they
proposed product assignment to plants using MIP, product stock
planning using linear programming, and a schedulingmethodology
using the inventory control algorithm. Krenczyk and Skolud (2015)
conducted the allocation of dispatching rules that satisfied the
production flow by applying a constraint propagation technique to
the SWZ order verification system, a decision-making support
system for production orders. Li and McMahon (2007) investigated
the integration and optimization of process planning for job shops.
They defined process planning by setting the operation sequence of
jobs and identifying the availability of resources, and scheduling as
the allocation of a specific machine to operate in a specific time.
Also, they connected process planning and scheduling using the
simulated annealing approach and conducted optimization in
terms of makespan, workload balancing, and cost. However, these
studies on planning and scheduling integration could be applied to
problems where all the master data for products and processes
were determined and the production process was standardized.
However, it was difficult to apply them to problems where the
timings of long-term and mid-term schedules were different, and
the production data such as man-hours and process times were
changed during the planning process.

This study describes the development of an integrated produc-
tion planning system using the Component-Based Development
(CBD) methodology, starting from the requirement analysis for a
mid-sized shipbuilder in South Korea. This study divides the
development process of the integrated shipbuilding planning sys-
tem into requirement analysis, architecting, implementation.

The integrated production planning system of this study was
used as planning environment in Lee et al. (2018) and Lee et al.
(2020). In Lee et al. (2018), the integrated production planning
systemwas used for the validation of evaluation framework. And, in
Lee et al. (2020), the proposed system was used for the develop-
ment of simulation based planning framework.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design
Fig. 1. PI/BPR fr
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methodology employed in this study. Section 3 describes the
analysis of the planning process and defines the to-be process
derived through Process Innovation (PI) consulting. Sections 4.1
and 4.2 focus on the requirement and use-case analysis, respec-
tively, and describe the production planning work and system re-
quirements derived from the to-be process. Section 4.3 presents the
system architecture design based on the requirements, Section 4.4
describes the system design details, and Section 4.5 discusses the
system implementation procedure and outputs. Section 5 outlines
the business process for production planning. Finally, Section 6
concludes the summary of shipbuilding production planning sys-
tem development.
2. Development methodologies

In the work analysis step for developing the production plan-
ning system, the as-is and to-be processes were defined by applying
the Process Innovation and Business Process Re-engineering (PI/
BPR) methodology. PI/BPR is a diagnosis and design methodology
for responding to situations inwhich the level of the current system
(organization, process, infrastructure, etc.) in a company is low, or
there is no infrastructure for corporate processes and systems. It is
known as a methodology that aims to implement structural
changes and strengthen corporate abilities (Andersen 2007). Fig. 1
shows the PI/BPR framework for major tasks and outputs (Kettinger
et al., 1997).

To develop an integrated production planning system for the to-
be process derived through the PI/BPR methodology, the CBD
methodology (Chaudron et al., 2005), which includes requirement
analysis, architecture design, implementation, and test steps, was
used. The comparison between develop methods is shown in
Table 1. Currently, the CBD development methodology is known as
the most efficient method for developing large-scale computing
systems. This was followed by the accredited development pro-
cedure based on the use-case statement and architecture designs as
shown in Fig. 2 (Park et al., 2008).
amework.



Fig. 2. CBD procedure.

Table 1
Comparison between development methods.

Structural method Information engineering method Object-oriented method CBD method

Period 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s
Concept Systematic methodology to

identify and document user
requirements according to
refined analysis procedures

A data-centric methodology that applies
engineering techniques to corporate
information systems to perform system
planning, analysis, design, and
implementation processes.

Methodology to build a
system using object-
oriented methods in
analysis, design, and
development

Development methodology that can increase
application development productivity and
quality and minimize maintenance costs by
developing reusable components or using
commercial components

Features Program logic-centered,
figure-centered analysis

Enterprise information centric, ISP is
essential, data centric
Correlation analysis between user interaction
and business process

Modeling a problem as a
group of interacting objects
Data and functionality are
encapsulated
Interaction between
objects takes place through
messages

Component-based development
Iterative and incremental development process
Create standardized output
Improved reusability

Advantage Batch type development Relatively stable based on data centric
approach

Flexible development
High reusability

High productivity
Risk management

Disadvantage Function driven development
Data casualization is
impossible
Low reusability

Still function-driven development
Low maintenance and reusability of functions

High barrier to entry of
development

Comprehensive development eco-system is
required
High workload on test process
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3. Process innovation and business process reengineering

The work and applied environment analyses for the integrated
production planning system of the target shipyard were performed
using the PI/BPR methodology. In this study, we analyzed the cur-
rent state of the production planning work of the target shipyard in
step D, which is the as-is process in the “Discover” phase in Fig. 1;
then, we designed a production planning framework correspond-
ing to step G in Fig. 1, which is the to-be process in the “Envision”
phase.
3.1. As-is analysis

The value chains of manufacturers can be classified into oper-
ation activities and supporting activities (Porter 2011). Supporting
activities represent the internal operations of businesses and do not
significantly differ between industries. However, operation activ-
ities represent the external operations of businesses and are unique
to each industry. Fig. 3 shows the value chain of the general oper-
ation process for manufacturers (Bititci and Carrie 2013).

In this study, the procurement, production, and customer-
delivery components of the value chain operation activities re-
ported by Porter (2011) were defined as Supply Chain Management
408
(SCM) value chains. Then, Level 2 of the production value chainwas
derived as shown in Fig. 4 and summarized in Table 2 through the
as-is production planning analysis, which was carried out through
consulting activities for target shipyards. In addition, the correla-
tions among the activities composing the production value chain
were analyzed, as shown in Fig. 5.

Among the analyzed production activities, the production
planning activities were identified as S.2.01, S.2.0.2, S.2.0.5, and
S.2.0.6 and were connected to the design stage of the integrated
production planning system through to-be analysis.
3.2. To-be design

The to-be design was derived by analyzing the Line of Visibility
Chart (LOVC), that is a generic process analysis tool, for the as-is
activities of S.2.01, S.2.0.2, S.2.0.5, and S.2.0.6. Then, the detailed
business processes of Levels 1e5 were designed. Figs. 6 and 7 show
the LOVC analysis results of strategic and master planning,
respectively, for Level 3.

Fig. 6 shows the summarized business process combining the
existing business and strategic planning into strategic planning.
Strategic planning begins with the receipt of the sales plan, WBS,
workforce, and calendar information from external systems.



Fig. 3. Process model for primary activities.
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Strategic planning is confirmed through the business plan in-
dicators and plans for both the existing and ordered vessels, and the
established strategic plan is distributed to the Financial Cost
Management (FCM) and production departments. Then, the related
data are delivered to the next step, master planning. The detailed
business processes for Levels 3 and 4 of this strategic planning are
described as sub-items of S.2.1 in Table 3.

Next, the business process for master planning is analyzed, as
shown in Fig. 7. The master planning was designed considering the
receipt of the dock plan, workforce, factory, and production records.
The first task of master planning is block erection planning, which
is linked to the pre-stage planning (planning for processes before
block erection: fabrication, block assembly, pre-outfitting, pre-
painting, and Pre-Erection (PE)) and post-stage planning (planning
for processes after block erection and launching: outfitting, paint-
ing, and a sea trial performed in a quay) based on block erection
planning. In the process of the master planning phase before and
after block erection, the availability of space for the hull blocks is
examined simultaneously. If the availability of space is confirmed,
workload analysis is performed for the major types of production
processes. If a sufficient level of workload balancing is confirmed,
409
the master plan is finally delivered to the FCM and field workers
(the field workers implement the execution plan), which completes
one cycle of master planning. Here, the optimization of master
planning in S.2.2.8 entails workload balancing for the activities of
the pre-stage planning, using the optimization algorithm. This step
is generally performed by an external system or a separate orga-
nization; however, in the integrated production planning system
developed in this study, the master planning optimization function
developed from IBM CPLEX is designed to be linked to the inside of
the planning system.

In the proposed approach, execution planning, which is mainly
performed at production sites, is not included in the development
scope. Although execution planning is included in the to-be pro-
cess, it is not linked to the development stage owing to the lack of
clarity on the production site requirements. Through this analysis,
S.2.01 (business planning) and S.2.02 (strategic planning) in 3.1 (as-
is analysis) were combined with S.2.1 (strategic planning), as
summarized in Table 3; S.2.05 (master planning) was adjusted by
changing the ID to S.2.2 (master planning).

Through the above analysis, Levels 2e4 were derived for Level 1
production planning corresponding to the value chain, as



Fig. 4. Configuration of SCM value chain and activities.

Table 2
Production planning (S.2) activity definitions.

Process Description

S.2.01
Business planning

Planning to establish a management plan considering the productivity, turnover, and number of vessels based on long-term sales planning,
order information, and preliminary design draft
Establishment of the key performance indicators by year after calculating the production progress rate of each ship using the vessel price,
steel plate throughput, compensated gross tonnage, and production man-hours

S.2.02
Strategic planning

Preparation of strategic plans for production and sales, by reflecting key events and the number of vessels per year based on the business
plan

S.2.03
Production technology

management

Analysis of information related to the characteristics of the ordered vessels, draft, work volume, and production method, as well as
establishment of improvement plans
Distribution of the analysis information to the production planning team so that the production technology information can be reflected in
the plan

S.2.04
Budget planning

Review of the cost breakdown, productivity of previously built vessels, work volume, etc.
Allocation of the budget and work volume for each vessel, fixing of the target budget, and provision of notifications to the production
department regarding budget concerns
Management of changes in the target budget due to changes in work volume or work scope

S.2.05
Master planning

Establishment of a plan that provides references for production, design, andmaterial usage throughwork package distribution andworkload
analysis, as well as management of the major production resources of major work types based on the strategic plan, production method, and
target budget
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Table 2 (continued )

Process Description

Presentation of the confirmed master plan to the production department so that production can be performed by fixing the work-order
distribution and work volume based on the master plan

S.2.06
Production

(execution planning)

Establishment of monthly/weekly execution plans considering workload balancing
Performance of production process management, inspection, and production record management

S.2.07
Subcontractor

management

Selection and contracting of subcontractors, and maintaining relationships with subcontractors
Aggregation and analysis of the earned value with respect to budgeted cost

S.2.08
Logistics management

Management of logistics between production processes
Establishment of the transportation facility plan, inputting of the transportation records, and utilization of the transportation facilities

S.2.09
Production supporting

Management of facilities, devices, and consumables to support production

S.2.10
Production record

management

Production record management of the building activities for each vessel
Analysis of productivity and schedule compliance rate
Establishment of improvement plans by analyzing problems such as decreases in productivity and production process delays, as well as
consideration of these issues in the next plan

Fig. 5. S.2 Activity relation diagram (production planning).
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summarized in Table 3. The Level 2 processes, which are related to
production planning work, are defined as S.2.1 strategic (long-
term) production planning (strategic planning) and S.2.2 master
(mid-term) production planning and are linked to the Level 3
411
processes. Through LOVC analysis, Level 3 processes are derived
from Level 2 processes (each square in Figs. 6 and 7 corresponds to
Level 3 Process), and Level 3 Process is divided into detailed tasks
and Level 4.



Fig. 6. LOVC analysis for to-be strategic planning.
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4. Design of shipbuilding APS system

Next, the system design based on the CBD methodology is
described, to facilitate the implementation of the to-be process of
production planning, as determined through PI/BPR.
4.1. Requirement analysis

The requirement analysis step of the CBD methodology consists
of understanding and defining user requirements for the system so
that the system can implement them. The objective of this study
was to develop a system for shipbuilding production planning,
which is composed of strategic and master planning systems. The
target system was designed to include workload analysis and
spatial arrangement planning, which are related to the functions
involved in production planning.

In the strategic planning phase, the production schedule for
both ordered vessels and vessels that are expected to be ordered for
the next 3e5 years is planned. The production availability and ex-
pected workload are simulated for enterprise management and
sales planning, and a strategic plan for the ordered vessels is
developed. During this time, key events should be planned
412
according to the dry dock (or skid birth) batch production planning,
and the workload for each work type and the placement possibility
of each vessel at dry dock or skid birth should be considered
together.

In the master planning phase, the production activities of each
block and zone of the planned vessels are planned by referring to
the schedule of the key events of each vessel, which is defined in
the strategic production planning phase. To this end, block erection
planning, PE planning, block assembly planning, and the planning
of master planning phase functions are performed. In addition,
assembly, PE, and quay spatial arrangement functions should be
provided so that the availability of each resource (assembly space,
PE space, and quay) can be reviewed according to the planned
schedule. The optimization algorithm for block assembly planning
is also provided to support optimized planning.

To define the user requirements for the system, a use-case
analysis technique is utilized to define a behavior model in Uni-
fiedModeling Language (UML). Actors and use-cases are derived by
analyzing the user requirements and operations, and a use-case
flow of events is created for each use-case. The actors in the pro-
duction planning of shipbuilding systems can be expressed using
UML, as shown in Fig. 8. Table 4 describes each of the actors.



Fig. 7. LOVC analysis for to-be master planning.

Table 3
Decomposition of to-be production planning processes.

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

ID Name ID Name ID Name
S.2.1 Strategic planning (long-term planning) S.2.1.1 Strategic plan data management S.2.1.1.1 Strategic plan case management

S.2.1.1.2 Strategic plan data management
S.2.1.1.3 Standard data management of strategic plan

S.2.1.2 Strategic planning with workload analysis S.2.1.2.0
S.2.1.3 Spatial arrangement S.2.1.3.1 Spatial arrangement planning for dry dock (or skid birth)

S.2.1.3.2 Spatial arrangement planning for quay area
S.2.1.4 Business planning
S.2.1.5 Approval of strategic plan (or dock plan)

S.2.2 Master planning (mid-term planning) S.2.2.1 Master plan data management S.2.2.1.1 Master plan case management
S.2.2.1.2 Master plan data management
S.2.2.1.3 Standard data management of master plan

S.2.2.2 Block erection planning S.2.2.2.1 Activity network planning of block erection
S.2.2.2.2 Hull structure planning

S.2.2.3 Master planning of pre-stage S.2.2.3.1 PE planning
S.2.2.3.2 Pre-stage stage planning

S.2.2.4 Master planning of post-stage
S.2.2.5 Workload analysis
S.2.2.6 Spatial arrangement planning S.2.2.6.1 Spatial arrangement planning for PE

S.2.2.6.2 Spatial arrangement planning for block assembly
S.2.2.6.3 Spatial arrangement planning for quay area

S.2.2.7 Production record management S.2.2.7.0
S.2.2.8 Optimization of master plan S.2.2.8.0
S.2.2.9 Approval of master plan S.2.2.9.0

S.2.3 Execution planning (short-term planning) S.2.3.1 Execution plan data management S.2.3.1.0
S.2.3.2 Execution planning S.2.3.2.1 Execution planning

S.2.3.2.2 Revision of execution plan
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Fig. 8. Actor diagram for production planning.

Table 4
Actors involved in production planning.

Actor Description

Production planning manager Production planning actor and upper-level entity, including every planner in charge of strategic planning, master planning, and execution
planning

Strategic planning manager Actor who is in charge of strategic planning and plans the key event schedule of each vessel
Workload balancing should be considered by analyzing the workload of each work type, and the plan should be established in such a way
that the dry-dock spatial arrangement and quay spatial arrangement can be performed within the specified period

Master planningmanager (pre-
stage)

Actor who performs master planning of hull block units for block erection planning and pre-stage processes (fabrication, assembly,
outfitting, and painting)

Master planning manager
(post-stage)

Actor who performs master planning for tasks before block erection
The plans of the dry dock or skid birth and quay phase should be established in zone units, considering the key events in workload
balancing and quay arrangement

Execution planning manager Actor who performs production planning for detailed, broken-down work types of post-stage master planning
The execution schedule should be planned within the limits of the defined master plan, by considering workload balancing according to
the working conditions of each detailed, broken-down work type

ERP-FCM Actor who interfaces budget/sales information among the master data to be used in the APS
ERP-PM Actor who interfaces the WBS information among the master data
PLM Actor who is in charge of the design draft/design information
Production technique manager Actor whomanages all the technical information used in production, such as the information on block division, workforce, and production

method
System manager Actor who is in charge of user management and authority management for the system
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4.2. Use-case definitions

A use-case is a series of processes undertaken by a system to
provide valuable results to users. In this study, 51 use-cases were
defined for the production planning system; these consisted of 11
use-cases related to strategic production planning, six use-cases
related to master production planning, five use-cases related to
414
assembly schedule optimization, 11 use-cases related to plan data
management, and ten use-cases for common items. Table 5 lists
examples of the derived production planning use-cases, including
their names and brief descriptions. (List of entire use-cases are
added at Appendix A.)

Next, the use-case event flow is described for each derived use-
case. To clarify not only the interaction between the system and



Table 5
Selected use-cases.

ID Use-case name Description

UPP1 bar-chart schedule for strategic
planning

Planning of the batch schedules and key events of vessels considering the workload by work type
Dock and quay spatial arrangement planning are considered

U101 erection network planning The critical path is determined by considering the precedence relation and pitch of the erection network activities for each vessel,
and the erection date of each erection block is determined using critical path
The workload of the Goliath crane is considered

U201 PE planning The detailed schedule plans for welding assembly, outfitting, and painting tasks are established simultaneously in the PE schedule
plan
The Goliath crane workload and area utilization, as well as the workforce workload, are considered

U202 hull block assembly planning The block assembly schedule is established by considering the pre-stage outfitting and painting schedules
The workforce and work volume workloads for each assembly plant are considered
The start date of cutting and the release date of the cutting plan are determined according to the assembly schedule

U301 master planning for post-stage The schedules for outfitting, painting, and testing after erection are established for each vessel
The workload for each work type and the schedule for the major key events is considered

U302 key-event scheduling The key event schedules of all planning target are established
UA01 spatial arrangement for PE Checks if the blocks can be placed at the work site during PE

Checks if placement is possible, by placing the sectional shapes of the PE blocks at the work site in the spatial arrangement
simulation environment

UA02 spatial arrangement for dock Checks if the vessels can be placed in the dock or birth during the erection period
Checks if placement is possible, by placing the plan shapes of the vessel in the dock or birth in the spatial arrangement simulation
environment

UA03 spatial arrangement for hull
block assembly

Checks if the blocks can be placed at the work site during the assembly period
Checks if placement is possible, by placing the sectional shapes of the assembly blocks in the spatial arrangement simulation
environment
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user but also the system behaviors, the system behaviors are
expressed from the perspective of the actor. This task is performed
by a business analyst, who considers the results of system user
interviews, the results of data analysis for the work presented by
the users, and the nonstandard data for the system. The use-case
event flow is defined based on the use-case definition for every
use-case as follows. The use-case flow of an event describes the
performance of normal work through the basic flow. Multiple
alternative flows, which include the exceptional flow that is pro-
cessed when there is an error, may exist in addition to the basic
flow and describe the work regulations and special requirements of
users. If the work regulations are complex, they can be defined in a
separate structure. Table 6 summarizes the event flow analysis for
the ‘U101: Block erection planning’ use-case. Then, this use-case is
reflected in use-case storyboard, that will be used in application
prototyping, with sequencing diagram that will be shown in Fig. 16
(see Table 7).

4.3. Architecture definition

As shown in Fig. 9, the architecture of the developed systemwas
classified into four components in this study: business, application,
technical, and data architectures. In addition, the system structure
was divided from the perspective of each type of architecture and
each structure was expressed as a view, where a view is a static or
dynamic expression of a structure. The views included the use-case,
process, logical, implementation, and deployment views, as defined
by applying the “4 þ 1 views” reported by Kruchten (1995). The
process view was excluded because it was defined in Section 3
415
according to the PI/BPR methodology. Fig. 9 illustrates the user
interface, data, and technical use-case views.

4.3.1. Business architecture
Business architecture is defined as a use-case view. The func-

tional requirements for the system are expressed via the use-case
model defined in the requirement analysis step in Section 4.1;
this model shows which functions of the system are utilized by the
system users and which correlations exist between the system
functions. Fig. 10 shows a use-case model that expresses the busi-
ness architecture for the pre-stage master planning in the business
architecture of the production planning system.

The business architecture reflecting the functional requirements
of the system based on the users is actualized through the estab-
lishment of the application, technical, and data architectures. In this
process, the nonfunctional requirements of the system are reflected
in the technical architecture.

4.3.2. Application architecture
The application architecture defines the software components,

which are essential in CBD. The system structure is defined as a
logical model from the perspective of business components, to
solve business problems through the logical view and interactions
between the components. The parts related to the interface be-
tween the users and system are separated from the business
components and expressed in a user-interface view.

The application architecture is generated through the process of
defining the business components by analyzing the use-case be-
haviors defined in the business architecture and business object



Table 6
Use-case flow of events for erection network planning.

ID U101 Use-case Erection network planning

Writer OOO Modifier OOO
Created 20OO-OO-OO Finalized 20OO-OO-OO
Actor Master planning manager (pre-stage)
Preliminary conditions Select a certain case that is the target of current planning

Data such as strategic plan data (from the strategic planning system) and the work calendar (from the legacy system)
must be accessible through integrated database

Post conditions When changing any date related to the erection network planning, the corresponding pre-stage and post-stage master
plans should be recalculated according to the changed date of the erection network

Basic flow Actor behavior System behavior
1. Selection of erection network plan

2. Display erection network planning window
3. Selection of target vessel of current
erection network planning

4. Display erection network configured by erection
activity and sequence of target vessel

[Modification of erection activity]
5.1. Selection of erection activity to be
modified

6.1. Display selected erection activity
7.1. Modification of erection activity

8.1. Modification of erection activity
9.1. Update with modified data if erection planning
window is open

[Planning (creation) of erection
sequence]
5.2. Specify the departure and arrival
erection activities of the erection
sequence to be created

6.2. The sequence is created and displayed on the
erection activity network; then, the pitch input is
displayed

7.2. Input pitch value
8.2. The input pitch value is applied to the sequence
and displayed
9.2. If the erection activity planning window is open, it
is updated with the revised data

[Calculation of erection activity
network]
5.7. Request erection activity network
calculation

6.7. Determine a possible range of erection activity
dates (ES/EF/LS/LF) by calculating in the forward and
backward directions with the given erection activity
network; then, set the earliest date as the start date of
each erection activity
7.7. Determine the critical path of the erection activity
network and display it for identification with visual
presentation
8.7. When the erection activity planning window is
open, the changed data are reflected, and the number
of daily erection-allowable blocks is recalculated and
updated in the window

[Save the erection activity network]
5.10. Request to save the erection
activity network of the target vessel

6.10. Save the changed erection activity and erection
sequence
7.10. Change and save the erection activity date of the
block belonging to the erection activity whose date
was changed
8.10. Change and save the activity date of the PE/
assembly block connected to the blocks whose
erection date has changed

Exceptional flow Actor behavior System behavior
1. Change of the created/modified erection sequence
violates the erection planning rules
2. Display the error message

3. Check the error message
4. Return to the state before the change

Business
Rule

- The CPM (critical path method) calculation is applied to the erection network calculation using the erection sequence
and pitch, which are the relation conditions between any pair of erection activities
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Table 7
Technical requirements in terms of quality attributes.

Technical
requirement

Description Priority

Performance As a system to support the rapid establishment of a schedule plan, the production planning system should be capable of establishing the plan
within the specified time, because it is necessary to process large amounts of data quickly

High

Changeability The changed requirements should be reflected at the right time, so that the planning method and logic can be changed as needed
Furthermore, the possibility of a change in the user interface should be sufficiently considered, so that a new user interface can be added if
needed

High

Usability An easy-to-use user interface should be provided to enable planning with minimal training of the planner High
Easy to develop It should be easy to develop new functions, because a limited number of maintenance personnel are involved in production planning Mid
Interoperability The interfaces with other systems should be considered in advance, because the production planning system interoperates with surrounding

systems such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and manufacturing execution systems
However, the dependence on other systems should be reduced as much as possible, to also facilitate independent operations

Mid

Availability The production planning system should provide application programming interfaces when required by the planner or external systems Low
Security The production planning system must be accessible only to users authorized through user login

The functions should be limited according to the authority of the user
Low

Fig. 9. Configuration of overall architectures.

Fig. 10. Business architecture for master planning (partially selected).
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Fig. 11. Physical data-model for strategic planning.
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modeling, as well as the process of defining the user interface
through user-interface modeling.

The structure of the physical software modules (e.g., source
code, data file, implementation component, and execution file)
implementing logical business components is expressed as an
implementation view and actualized through the system design
phase.
4.3.3. Technology architecture
Technology architecture is a technical foundation constructed to

realize the quality attributes derived from the nonfunctional re-
quirements, which in turn are derived from the business architec-
ture. The technology architecture describes the execution
environment of the implemented components; moreover, it rep-
resents the physical structure of the system, including the system
hardware and network structure as well as a framework design, to
ensure the reusability of the components and flexibility toward
requirement changes. The technical requirements for the produc-
tion planning systemwere defined in terms of quality attributes (as
summarized in Table 6), so that the technical elements satisfying
each quality attribute are reflected in the technical architecture.

One example of interoperability among the derived quality at-
tributes is reflected in the system design as follows. The production
planning system must interoperate with the ERP system, which is
the backbone system of the shipyard.When interoperatingwith the
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ERP system, it is more advantageous to interoperate at the server
level than at the client level. If the database server of the planning
system is directly interfaced with the database server of the ERP
system, it is difficult to verify data consistency. Thus, it is preferable
to interface the database of the ERP system in a different tier to that
of the client or database of the planning system. When planning is
being performed, optimization increases the system load, because
it involves performing many operations on high-specification
hardware. Therefore, the optimization system should be operated
in a server separate from that of the planning system. Considering
these requirements for the production planning system, the user
interface function, function for interoperation of the business logic
and process with other systems, and data storage function need to
be separated. Thus, an architecture that separates each function to a
separate physical tier is required. The architecture decisions
regarding interoperability with the ERP system and optimization
system are reflected in the system architecture shown in Fig. 13.
4.3.4. Data architecture
The data architecture is responsible for maintaining the conti-

nuity of the planning information in the target planning system.
Enterprise systems generally use relational databases, for which the
data model is expressed using an entity-relationship diagram.

Among the business objects derived in the data architecture
establishment phase, the logical data-model is configured by



Fig. 12. Physical data-model for master planning.
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conducting a normalization for objects that require continuous
processing. A physical data-model is created by conducting an
appropriate denormalization process for the database system to be
used in the system development for a logical data-model (Beeri
et al., 1989). Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 shows the result of strategic and
master planning database design in terms of physical model. Some
descriptions of each table are added at Appendix B.

4.3.5. System architecture
In this study, the architecture of the production planning system

was defined through the aforementioned business, application,
technical, and data architecture processes, as shown in Fig. 11. The
419
user interface function, function for the interoperation of the
business logic and process with other systems, and data storage
function of the production planning system must be distinguished
through the definition of technical architecture. It was also deter-
mined that an architecture to separate each function to a different
physical tier is necessary. Consequently, presentation, application,
and data tiers using the. NET enterprise application architecture
(Gorton and Liu 2005)) were selected for use in the system. The
functions for the user interface and business components of busi-
ness logic are located in the presentation and application tiers,
respectively. The system architecture was designed to run the
business components through the COM þ service of the MS



Fig. 13. Configuration of the entire planning system.

Fig. 14. Component diagram with interface list and description.
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Windows OS. Interoperation with the external ERP system and
schedule optimization systems was also designed to occur in the
application tier. The data tier was designed to perform production
planning using the database server in an integrated manner, and to
store the corresponding data.

The system design and system implementation are performed
420
according to the system architecture designed in the architecture-
establishment step. If the system architecture fails to satisfy the
user requirements in a particular step, the system architecture is
modified, and the system design and system implementation are
performed again.



Fig. 15. Realization of the requestErectNetworkInfo method of the IErectNetworkMgr interface.

Fig. 16. User-interface realization of erection date modification in erection schedule.
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4.4. System design

In the system design phase, an implementable system is
designed and utilized based on the architecture defined in the ar-
chitecture design phase. The architecture definition is conceptual,
logical, and platform independent; however, the system design is
platform dependent. The architecture design decisions must be
made carefully. If any problem with the architectural decisions is
421
revealed during designing, the architecture must be modified to
reflect the problem.

Furthermore, in the system design phase, the interactions be-
tween the design elements involved in the interface realization of
the business components are described through the interface
realization for the behavior of the interface for each business
component. Through this process, the implementation component
and class are identified; these are the internal design elements of



Fig. 17. Implementation component model of application tier.

Fig. 18. Bar chart for strategic planning (UPP1 of Table 5).
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business components. The interface realizationmethod is similar to
the use-case realization method used to analyze use-case behavior,
though the former must be performed from a perspective that
prioritizes implementation.

Such interface realization is described in the business compo-
nent design. As examples, Fig. 14 shows the erection network
manager component (ErectNetworkMgr) and the list of component
diagrams and interfaces that represent the interface implemented
by the component, as well as the corresponding interface de-
scriptions. Fig. 15 shows the realization of the requestEr-
ectNetworkInfo method of the IErectNetworkMgr through a
422
sequence diagram.
Similar to the interface realization method of the business

component, the user interface elements are defined by generating a
use-case storyboard design for the user interface and identifying
the interactions between the elements involved in the user-
interface realization. Fig. 16 shows an example of the interface
realization for modifying the erection date of an erection event in
the erection schedule screen, using the sequence diagram.



Fig. 19. Activity network planning for block erection process (U101 of Table 5).

Fig. 20. Activity planning for PE process (U201 of Table 5).
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4.5. Implementation

In this study, a development environment based on a Microsoft.
NET framework was used for implementation. The implementation
phase defines the implementation models of the elements identi-
fied in the system design; it includes the following:

� Expression of the. NET solution package and project structure
� Creation of a general application or assembly
� Expression of the directory and file structure of the code file
included in the project

� Expression of the reference dependency between the applica-
tion and assembly
423
The.NET solution package is expressed as a package with the
<<Package» stereotype, and the assembly project is expressed as a
package with the <<Assembly» stereotype. Fig. 17 shows the
implementation component model included in the application tier
of the production planning system. It can be seen that the model
contains the LongTermPlan solution package for strategic planning,
MidTermPlan solution package for master planning, common so-
lution package for common components, arrangement solution
package for spatial arrangement planning, interface solution
package for interfacing with external systems, and optimization
solution package for schedule optimization. Among the assembly
projects included in the LongTermPlan solution package, LpSche-
duleFacade, LpScheduleComp, and LpDataMgmtComp cover the
business components, and LpLogicUtility and LpDataTransferObject



Fig. 21. (top) Activity planning for pre-stage master planning, (bottom) Activity planning for post-stage master planning (U202, U301 of Table 5).
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represent assembly projects, including the utility and business
object classes.

According to the. NET solution and project configuration defined
in the implementation model, the project code file is generated
using a development tool (e.g., Microsoft Visual Studio), and the
design elements derived in the design phase are implemented
sequentially.

The implemented production planning system supports the
master planning tasks (including erection planning, PE planning,
pre-stage planning, and post-stage planning), and the following
functions are illustrated for each task. Fig. 18 shows the key event
424
planning of the shipbuilding projects through the strategic plan and
the implementation of the functions defined through S-Curve for
the workload by work type for each project. Fig. 18 is an imple-
mentation of use-case UPP1(Table 5). Fig. 19 shows the imple-
mentation results of the erection network planning function and
the erection planning function for the erection planning of each
block of the project in the pre-stage master planning. Fig. 19 is an
implementation of use-case U101(Table 5).

Fig. 20 shows the results of planning for each PE block in the
pre-stage master planning and the implementation results of the
PE shop arrangement function for PE block fabrication (PE is a task



Fig. 22. Business process of strategic planning.

Fig. 23. Business process of master planning.
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that involves increasing the sizes of several assembly blocks before
erecting them to improve the efficiency of the erection work and
productivity of the outfitting work). Fig. 20 is an implementation of
use-case U201(Table 5). Fig. 21 shows the results of planning by
425
block in the pre-stage master planning and planning by zone in the
post-stage master planning. Fig. 21 is an implementation of use-
case U202 and U301 (Table 5).



Table 8
Benefits of developed shipbuilding planning system.

Traditional production planning Production planning with newly developed system

Strategic
Planning

The plan is manually prepared, and diverse scenario analyses for
situations in which several tens of vessels are built per year are
impossible

Automatic strategic planning and schedule adjustment functions are
provided / Efficient strategic planning is possible

The contract management department manually delivers information
about new vessels, and organic collaboration with the sales department
is impossible

Vessel information is linked with the ERP system / Contract
information consistency can be secured, and organic collaboration with
the sales department is possible

Workload is calculated only for some processes using the monthly S-
curve / Low accuracy

Workload analysis is possible for all processes
Elaborate planning is possible through the detailed management of the
production progress rate and process workload

Dock placement is performed manually/ Placement possibility cannot
be checked

Dock placement possibility can be checked during strategic planning

Only the number of ships is calculated for quay mooring / Placement
possibility cannot be checked

Quay placement possibility can be checked during strategic planning

Master
Planning

Manual block erection planning is based on the erection sequence of the
production method plan
Impossible to analyze the critical path / It is difficult to identify blocks
whose schedules can be adjusted and to respond to changes in the
production method

Block erection planning is based on activity network/ Critical path can
be managed
Workload balancing plan can be established for erection work that does
not form a critical path
Easy to change the erection sequence when the erection method is
changed

Plan can be established only for fixed process sequences and work types
Impossible to add work types or change sequences if the production
method changes

Production activities are expressed by relations between activities
according to the WBS framework / The plan data can be managed
systematically, and immediate response to various process sequences is
possible

The workload can be calculated only for some work types, owing to the
limited number of workload analysis functions
Impossible to consider the workload, workforce workload, and facility
type simultaneously for various work types

The work volume, workforce, and facility workload can be analyzed for
all planning tasks
In particular, workload analysis is possible for the workshop and crane,
which are major resources

The possibility of placement in the workshop is determined by the
weight or number of blocks; thus, it often happens that these items
cannot be placed at the work site

The plan can be established by interlinking the work schedule and
workshop placement plan / Decrease in number of cases in which
placement is impossible

The basic information for planning, such as the design work volume and
budget MH, is managed manually and cannot be shared through the
computer
Difficult to secure consistent external data related to planning

The information on design and budget is interfaced online through the
ERP system/ Data consistency is ensured and work inefficiency due to
manual data management can be avoided

Production records are writtenmanually/ There is always a possibility
of inaccurate information communication in the establishment of the
next plan due to frequent human errors

Production record management through the ERP system/

Rescheduling by automatic reflection of production records during
planning
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5. Business processes with the developed shipbuilding
planning system

The business processes for strategic and master planning using
the developed system are illustrated in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23,
respectively. The shipbuilding planning system developed in this
study imports the reference information required in each planning
phase through the interface from the ERP and CAD systems, and it
exports the planning results to the ERP system through the inter-
face. The information imported from the ERP system includes the
number of ordered vessels, management goals such as the target
man-hour and productivity goal for each vessel, and master data
such as WBS/activity definitions, work types, production organi-
zation, corporate working calendar, and various activity codes,
factory codes, and equipment codes. Furthermore, the shape in-
formation of the vessel and blocks to be fabricated and the pro-
duction work volume information are imported from the CAD
system. The planning results of the production planning system
include the schedule of eachWBS/activity, the organization, the use
plans of the major facilities required for production, and the ma-
terial requirement plans.

Strategic planning is conducted according to the planning pro-
cess shown in Fig. 22. Strategic planning starts with the generation
of a dock-plan case(①). One dock-plan case includes information
about the vessels corresponding to the plan, and the information of
each vessel is defined by project number, construction dock, key
events, and production volume (mainly based on total steel
426
weight). To perform the workload calculation and build the vessels
corresponding to the dock-plan case, the progress rate of each task
for each project is defined as an S-curve-based progress rate(②),
and dock planning is performed to define the schedule and building
dock of each vessel(③). Then, the workload is calculated by adding
the target man-hour for each vessel andwork type(④). During dock
planning, the dock and the quay arrangement should be examined,
considering the spatial arrangement of the building dock and the
work in the quay after dock building(⑤). For workload calculation,
the planning and progress rate adjustment should be performed
repeatedly, to balance the workload against the production
capacity(⑥).

Once the workload has been calculated by considering a work-
load balance, the workforce required to perform the work is
calculated(⑦). The required workforce calculation considers the
available man-hour of worker that can be assigned to the work (⑧).
The available man-hour per worker can be calculated using the
working calendar information(⑨), which includes the workable
dates. Finally, an analysis report is created for the reviewed stra-
tegic production plan(⑩). The developed strategic planning system
provides functions for these planning activities.

Master planning starts with the planning process shown in
Fig. 23. Master planning begins when a master-planning case is
generated(①). As with strategic planning, a list of vessels for
planning is defined in master planning. In master planning, the key
events for each vessel determined in strategic planning cannot be
changed, and a plan to comply with key events is established. In
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contrast, the purpose of strategic planning is to determine the key
events of the vessels for planning, by considering the production
capacity of each major work type based on the target vessel; the
objective of master planning is to determine the work schedule for
each detailed activity that constitutes the WBS(②), because it in-
cludes the detailed production activity performed at the actual
production site. Thus, the activity data managed as production
reference information in ERP are imported and classified by block
for the pre-stage case and by zone for the post-stage case. Then, the
target data for planning are prepared by defining the relationships
between activities(③). Once the data for the activities have been
prepared, the first plan in master planning is developed, which
pertains to the block erection process(④). Next, a plan for PE
blocks(⑤) is established based on the erection dates of the erection
blocks composing the fixed erection network. The judgment con-
cerning the possibility of workforce deployment for PE blocks is
important, and the possibility of workforce deployment is deter-
mined considering the deployment environment and constraints
for spatial arrangement(⑥). Once the PE plan has been established,
detailed plans are developed for the pre-stage tasks for the blocks
composing the PE block, including fabrication, assembly, outfitting,
and painting(⑦). Whilst planning the pre-stage processes based on
the erection network, plans for the processes following erection are
also established, including engine room work, cabin work, trial
operation, and equipment testing(⑧). Once master planning has
been completed through this procedure, the workload analysis
results for each detailed task in the corresponding period are
provided.

Strategic planning and master planning are not performed once
but repeated until satisfactory planning results are obtained. In
particular, for master planning, which feature complex planning
data and several variables to be considered, the planning tasks are
shared among planners and performed repeatedly.
6. Conclusion

Because it is difficult to use general production planning appli-
cation for shipbuilding production planning, most shipyards above
a certain size use self-developed systems. However, such self-
developed systems are rarely made public. Therefore, it is difficult
Table A.1
Use-case list of shipbuilding planning system.

ID Name Description

UPD1 casemanagement for strategic planning Create(copy)/modify/delete the dock
UPD2 interface for strategic planning Interfacing information on target ma

(corporate calendar, work type code,
converts/saves to APS.

UPD3 reflect production performance index When planning the strategy/sales do
productivity index calculated in the b

UPD4 calculate available manhour Using the available number of worke
UPD5 batch information management Inquiry/edit batch the number/sched
UPD6 calendar management Inquiry/create/modify/delete calenda
UPD7 progress and weight factor

management by work type
Inquiry/edit/copy the progress rate an
information of other ships, standard

UPD8 standard data management by ship-
type and ship-size

Modify the information of the standa
standard lead-time. Modify the stand
work type.

UPP1 bar-chart schedule for strategic
planning

Using a bar chart of dock plan, the ba
established in consideration of the w
through feedback of the dock arrange

UPP2 load analysis for strategic planning When strategic planning, through the
type/month/available manhours are c

UPP3 business planning information
management

Using the strategic planning informa

U101 erection network planning
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to find systematic research on the development of production
planning systems for shipbuilding. This paper described the
development of a planning system for shipyards. The system
developed in this study was based on the production planning of an
actual shipyard. In order to develop the shipbuilding planning
system, to-be production planning framework was defined starting
from the PI/BPR phase. Then, the development details were
described through the systematic process of considering the re-
quirements and use-cases and architecting using the CBD meth-
odology. By using the CBD methodology, the functions of the
complex system and the requirements of various shipyards could
be reflected, and systematic development was possible.

In addition, the operational process of the developed system
was introduced by describing the developed production planning
system and corresponding production planning process. The
overall development process for planning system introduced in this
paper is expected to be a good reference for the study of planning
systems in the shipbuilding industry.

Table 8 outlines the advantages of the developed shipbuilding
planning system for the major planning tasks of strategic and
master planning, in comparison with the traditional production
planning system.
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Appendix A. Use-case list of shipbuilding planning system
plan case to be used in the strategic planning.
nhours/work volume/available number of workers and various company codes
activity code …) required for the establishment of the strategic planning and

ck plan, the target manhour information is generated by reflecting the annual
usiness plan.
rs, calculate the number of available manhours by work type/month.
ule for each dock plan case
rs necessary for strategic planning
d weight for each work type of the ship. The information can be copied from the
progress rate, and performance progress rate.
rd ship type/ship size. Select a specific ship type/ship size and inquiry/modify
ard progress rate information. Modify the standard lead-time information for each

tch schedule for each key-events and the schedule for key-events of the ship are
orking load by work type. At this time, the accuracy of the dock plan is improved
ment plan and the quay arrangement plan.
schedule of the ships arranged on the schedule, the target manhours per work
alculated, and an output to analyze them is generated.
tion, information necessary for annual business plan is generated.

(continued on next page)



Table A.1 (continued )

ID Name Description

CPM is calculated by considering the relationship and pitch between the loading events for each ship, and using this, the
person in charge of the pre-stage master planning determines the erection date of the erection block. At this time,
consider the working load of the goliath crane.

U102 erection hull planning The person in charge of the pre-stage master planning decides the schedule of the hull work(including setting, fixing,
welding) and inspection date for the hull work. At this time, consider the manpower load of the hull works.

U201 PE planning The person in charge of the pre-stage master planning decides the PE dates of the constituent blocks of the PE block,
along with the setting, fixing and welding, and PE outfitting, PE painting, and PE area occupancy schedule. At this time,
consider the goliath crane load, the share of PE area, and the manpower load of the hull work.

U202 hull block assembly planning The person in charge of the pre-stage master planning establishes the assembly schedule of the block in consideration of
the pre-stage outfitting/painting schedule. At this time, consider the manpower load for each assembly shop and the
load on the work volume. According to the assembly schedule, the start date of cutting work and the issue date of the
cutting drawing are decided.

U301 master planning for post-stage The person in charge of the post-stagemaster planning decides the schedule for the outfitting, painting, and testing work
after hull erection for each ship. At this time, consider the load and key event schedule for each work type.

U302 key-event scheduling For all ships included in the working case, the person in charge of the post-stage master planning establishes a schedule
for key events for each ship.
Define and schedule activities to be managed such as key-events.

UA01 spatial arrangement for PE In order to check whether the PE block can be arranged in the PE area for the period necessary to perform the PE work,
the projected shape of the PE block is arranged in the PE area.

UA02 spatial arrangement for dock In order to check whether the ship can be arranged on the dock, the projected shape of the ship is arranged on the dock.
UA03 spatial arrangement for hull block

assembly
In order to ensure that the assembly block can be arranged on the assembly area within the period of the assembly
activity, the projected shape of the block is arranged on the assembly area.

UA04 spatial arrangement for quay The projected shape of the ship is arranged on the quay to check whether the ship can be arranged on the quay in
consideration of the quay work schedule.

UA05 work area management Define, modify, and delete working area size (length and breadth) information, shape, location, and constraints. Define,
modify, and delete the type, shape, and location of equipment on the working area.

UA06 block standard figure management Define, modify, and delete block standard shapes.
UA07 automatic arrangement rule

management
The automatic batch rule management is performed by dividing into priority batch rules and general batch rules.

UA08 constraint management for spatial
arrangement

Manage the constraints of blocks, working areas, and facilities.

UO01 master data management for
optimization of block assembly

Manage master data related to assembly schedule optimization.

UO02 optimization of block assembly
planning

When the pre-stage master planning is determined, the assembly schedule optimization is performed for load balancing
of the assembly work in consideration of the working conditions (equipment, work volume, number of manhours).

UO03 schedule analysis for optimization of
block assembly

After the assembly schedule optimization, review and analyze the stored assembly schedule results.

UO04 load analysis for optimization of block
assembly

After the assembly schedule optimization, review and analyze the stored assembly optimization load results.
Outsourced blocks are determined during load analysis, and assembly optimization results are reflected in the master
planning through load analysis.

UO05 outsourcing planning for hull block Using the assembly optimization result, the outsourcing planning for the blocks is performed considering the internal
work load.
The results of the outsourcing plan can be reflected in the master plan.

UD01 case management for masterplanning Inquiry/modify/add/delete cases of master planning, search/modify/add/delete the list of ships belonging to each group,
and copy ship information between groups

UD02 interface for master planning Interface data required for the master planning from ERP and PLM systems and converting them into APS data.
UD03 master data management Interface enterprise-wise data necessary for production plan establishment such as work type code, factory/facility code,

and activity code.
UD04 block data management Inquiry and edit information on blocks, PE blocks, erection blocks, and erection events, and activities belonging to each

block
UD05 zone data management Inquiry/edit the information of zones and activity information of each zone.
UD06 scheduling data management Search/modify all data in the database managed by APS by the level of database table.
UD07 scheduling data error check According to the correlation between the planning information, errors in data are detected and reported.
UD08 data batch processing Executes pre-defined batch logic to change scheduling data.
UD09 reflect actual data The schedule is not allowed to be adjusted by confirming the schedule for the work in which the results occurred at the

time of establishing the master plan.
UD10 interface for result of masterplanning Out-bound interface of the confirmed master planning result to ERP's WBS/Activity.
UD11 user management Manage users for APS including the authority of each user.
UC01 activity view & editing Inquire the activity information used in master planning, and modify the schedule, quantity, and required manhour.
UC02 activity filtering Filtering of activities displayed on each master planning screen.
UC03 activity search Search activities using the specified activity name and code.
UC04 relation management Search and modify the relation between activities.
UC05 block information view & editing Inquiry and modify block properties, schedule information, assembly order information, and erection information

according to the type of the block.
UC06 block/zone filtering Filtering of blocks/areas displayed on scheduling screen.
UC07 block search Search blocks using block number.
UC08 load analysis by work type Calculate and analyze manpower load and equipment load for major work types according to the result of the

established master plan.
UC09 load calculation Calculate the load for each scheduling application.
UC10 load balancing When the work schedule, activity schedule, and

relation are changed, the work load is recalculated.
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Appendix B. Database tables
Table B.1
Database tables of the target planning system

Database Table Description

Facility Management of facilities in each workshop
Arrangement shop Management of arrangement shop information (quay, dock, PE shop, and assembly shop)
Stage code Management of stage code information
Calendar Management of work calendar information
Department code Management of department code information
Standard duration by work code Management of duration information by standard vessel type
Standard progress Management of progress information by standard vessel type
Standard ship type Management of information by standard vessel type
Work code Management of work type code information
Available man-hour Management of available man-hour information
Activity (strategic planning) Management of activity information related to strategic planning
Batch Management of batch information for strategic planning
Case (strategic planning) Management of case information for strategic planning
Project Management of vessel information for strategic planning
Assy block Management of assembly block information
Erection block Management of erection block information
Erection event Management of erection event information
Erection module Management of erection module unit information
Erection sequence Management of erection sequence information
PE block Management of PE block information
PE sequence Management of PE sequence information
Activity code Management of activity code information
Shop code Management of shop code information
Block standard figure Management of block standard figure information
Mcm_activity Management of activity information related to pre-stage/post-stage planning
CASE (master planning) Management of case information for master planning
Relation Management of relation information among activities
Erection block to zone Management of erection block to zone mapping information
Zone Management of vessel zone information
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